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INTRODUCTION
In pursuance to the request of Principal Secretary to Government Revenue Department,
Government of Karnataka, a team of officials of Geological Survey of India, State Unit: Karnataka &
Goa, Bangalore office comprising K.V.Maruthi, Aijaz Ahmad Bhat and Ankur Kumar Srivastava visited
the sites of landslide occurrence’s along Madikeri-Makutta and Madikeri–Koyanad-Sulya road sections,
Kodugu district, Karnataka from 24th to 26th July, 2018. This investigation was taken under post disaster
studies and the GSI officers visited landslide occurrences sites accompanied with Kodugu district officials
from PWD, Tehsildar office, DGM, KSNDMC and NHAI officials. The area of landslide occurrence’s
presently investigated on preliminary basis. It lies in Survey of India toposheet nos. 48P/11 and P/16 and
is located in hilly terrain towards NW of Madikari and SW of Virajpet, Kodugu district (fig 1.1) along
Madikeri-Makutta and Madikeri–Koyanad-Sulya road sections, Kodugu district, Karnataka.
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Figure 1.1: Shows location of the investigation area (a) Madikeri-Makutta road section; (b) Madikeri–
Koyanad-Sulya road section (source: Google Map)

Geologically, the area of investigation is occupied by Sargur Group of rocks as oldest one overlain
by rocks of Peninsular Gneissic Complex, Southern Granulite Complex and younger intrusives in
stratigraphic fashion apart from the recent weathered cover (fig 1.2). These rocks are traversed by many
structural discontinuities as showed in seismo-tectonic map in BHUKOSH.
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Figure 1.2: Shows geology and structural discontinuities in the investigation area (a) Madikeri-Makutta
road section; (b) Madikeri–Koyanad-Sulya road section (source: GSI Map series 1:50,000 scale &
seismo-tectonic map in BHUKOSH (www.gsi.gov.in)
As per the records mentioned in request letter from Principal Secretary to Government Revenue
Department, Government of Karnataka, the Kodugu district has received annual rainfall 1797 mm as on
21.07.2018 as against average annual rainfall of 1236 and on 9th July, 2018 mild tremors were perceived
by the locals and its intensity was recorded as 3.1 m by IMD. Further many landslides have been occurred
in many parts of Kodugu district especially in the stretch between Perambadi near Virajpet and Makutta
area during the current incessant high rainfall as mentioned in the above said letter.
As per the accompanied PWD, NHAI officials and locals, heavy rainfall like cloud burst type
happened during the intervening night of 9th and 10th June, 2018 in which most of the recent landslides
have occurred in the visited area. The rainfall data of Madikeri Taluk, Somwarpet Taluk and Virajpet
Taluk for the month of June and July 2018 has been taken from KSNDMC for present study. The data
shows 28% (in Madikeri Taluk), 30% (in Somwarpet Taluk) and 73% (in Virajpet Taluk) rainfall rise
from normal values in June 2018 month. Similarly, in the July 2018 month 20% (in Madikeri Taluk), 44%
(in Somwarpet Taluk) and 17% (in Virajpet Taluk) rainfall rise from normal values have seen. This
percentile rainfall rise for July 2018 month remains low as compared to June 2018 month because unlikely
to June month the normal rainfall values remains high for July 2018 month. The rainfall data (fig 1.3)
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Figure 1.3: Shows how the Normal and Actual rainfall data for June and July 2018 months varies at three different places during which many
landslides have occurred particularly in Madikeri and Virajpet areas. (source: Data taken from KSNDMC)

taken from KSNDMC is also favouring this thing that most of the landslides in the visited area have
triggered by incessant rainfall in the month of June and July 2018.
The GSI officials have visited in and around Madikeri and Virajpet areas to gather information
regarding the tremors which were felt by locals on 9th July, 2018. The tremors have been recorded as 3.1m
by IMD. The locals have felt mild tremors particularly in top floors of multi-storey buildings and as such
there have been no any damage, loss of life or occurrence of landslide reported as per administration and
locals.

PREVIOUS WORK IN THE AREA OF INVESTIGATION
The Geological Survey of India has carried investigations previously in landslide prospective on
different themes in the area where presently the GSI officials visited for preliminary investigation of
landslide occurrences. Among the GSI works, K.V.Maruthi & K.V.Chandran in year 2012-13 have carried
investigations on “Landslide inventory along national highway & state highway of Ghat roads in Coorg,
Dakshina Kannada, Udupi, Shimoga and Chikmagalur districts, Karnataka” and on “Landslide hazard
zonation of Virajpet-Madikere-Sulya road section Coorg district, Karnataka”. Ankur Kumar Srivastava &
Harsha Sunder in year 2015-16 have carried investigations on “Macro-scale (1:50,000) landslide
susceptibility mapping in parts of toposheet No. 48P/15 & 16, Coorg district, Karnataka”.
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Figure 1.4a: Shows landslide location sites with drainage pattern, elevation heights along MadikeriMakutta road section

Figure 1.4b: Shows landslide location sites with drainage pattern, elevation heights along Madikeri–Koyanad-Sulya road section.

GEOTECHNICAL APPRAIRSAL, OBSERVATIONS AND SITE RECOMMENDATIONS
The GSI officials have visited 08 nos. of landslide occurrence’s sites for preliminary investigation
along Madikeri-Makutta (fig 1.4a) and Madikeri–Koyanad-Sulya road sections (fig 1.4b). All these
landslide occurrence’s sites have been geotechnically investigated keeping all geo-factor features like
slope morphometry, lithology & structure, water, drainage, slope forming material (overburden) etc. in
consideration. The suitable measures/recommendations have been made for each landslide affected site to
restore their stability at preliminary stage.
Site_1: This site is located at N12⁰07’35” and E75⁰47’09” along Madikeri-Makutta road where
30mx30mx20m landslide has occurred in downslope of road during 9th & 10th June, 2018 intervening
night, as per accompanied PWD officials and locals. This landslide has damaged the road (fig 1.5). This
landslide is a debris slide having translational deep movement along a single rupture plane with approx.
10m runout distance and has created many tensional cracks on metallic road surface. The debris material
has been moved along with deeply rooted trees and other vegetation. This landslide has occurred on
concave slope with 35-550 gradient in a NW-SE running stream.
Observation: The slope forming material (SFM) laying over the hard rock got saturated by percolation of
water during rains which increased its mass. Initially, a stream at foot slope has eroded the toe support of
failure slope during high water conditions and consequently the saturated debris material moved down the
slope along a weak plane under the influence of gravity. The runoff water has not channelized in upslope
and downslope sides of the road which allows more percolation of runoff water. The base of the side
lining of the culvert got eroded in downslope side which is accounting some instability for adjacent slope.
Cause: Erosion of toe support, over saturation of SFM, improper and inadequate drainage arrangements,
lack of channelized runoff water network on slope, lack of toe support.

Figure 1.5: Shows photographs of landslide occurred at Site_1

Recommendation: The toe support should be given at the base contour line or toe of slide (where slide
material stopped) by appropriate concrete measures before going for benching and back filling of slope
and levelling of road surface. If needed, the landslide should be taken for detailed study to assess its
stability/instability factor and geometry.
Site_2: This site is located at N12⁰06’27.67” and E75⁰46’45.30” along Madikeri-Makutta road where
40mx30mx25m landslide has occurred in downslope of road during 9th & 10th June, 2018 intervening
night, as per accompanied PWD officials and locals. This landslide has damaged the road (fig 1.6). This
landslide is a debris flow without any rupture plane or any tensional cracks. The debris material has been
flowed on a high gradient slope and as such there is no involvement of underlying insitu rocks.
Observation: The overburden material got saturated by percolation of water during rains which increased
its mass and flowed down on high gradient slope without any defined rupture plane under the influence of
gravity. The failure slope has less vegetation cover. Here a stone pitching wall had initially given for
support at upper contour line instead of base contour line of slope (foot) due to which mass had further
increased and the whole material has flowed down along with stone pitching wall.
Cause: High slope gradient, over saturation of overburden material, lack of proper drainage arrangements,
lack of channelized runoff water network on slope, lack of toe support and over weightage of material on
upper contour line of slope.
Recommendation: The toe support should be given at the base contour line of slope (foot of slope) by
appropriate concrete measures and minimize the slope gradient by benching and back filling process.
Later the retaining wall should be constructed on upper contour lines of slope for road support.

Figure 1.6: Shows photographs of landslide occurred at Site_2
Site_3: This site is located at N12⁰05’41.93” and E75⁰45’23.56” along Madikeri-Makutta road. As such
there is no insitu material movement at this site but a cloudburst has happened during 9th & 10th June,
2018 intervening night, as per accompanied PWD officials and locals, in hilly terrains towards NE

direction due to which a debris flow cum earth flow, including big size boulders, was formed which later
flashed along a NE-SW running stream crossing the road at this site (fig 1.7).
Observation: This occasional type of debris cum earth flow had blocked the road without any apparent
damage to it which was later cleared for traffic movement. The occasional type of debris cum earth flow
due to cloud burst had blocked the road without any apparent damage to it. This was later cleared for
traffic movement. All the debris cum earth material flowed along a wide stream crossing the road through
a narrow culvert which was instantly blocked.
Cause: Cloud burst and lack of proper drainage arrangements.
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Figure 1.7: Shows photographs of landslide occurred at Site_3 (a) upslope of road; (b) downslope of road
Recommendation: The culverts should be constructed enough wide (preferably in arch type) which can
drain the over saturated material without any damage and blockage of road.
Site_4: This site is located at N12⁰05’17.67” and E75⁰45’00.90” along Madikeri-Makutta road. A
cloudburst has happened during 9th & 10th June, 2018 intervening night, as per accompanied PWD
officials and locals, in hilly terrains located in north of Makutta during rains which created flash flood like
situation along a flowing stream from north of Makutta (fig 1.4a). This cloudburst origin flash flood has
washed out huge mass of material including debris, boulders, trees etc. from upper hilly terrains which
was later checked/blocked by a concrete bridge constructed on the same stream in Makutta (fig 1.8). This
huge mass of material closed the vents of bridge and water started flowing over the bridge surface. The
bridge successfully resisted in this occasional flash flood, however the banks of the stream on both
abutments/sides have eroded.
Observation: The bridge successfully resisted in an occasional flash flood however the banks of the
stream near both abutments of bridge have eroded.
Cause: Cloud burst and flash flood.
Recommendation: The foundation abutments and pillars of the bridge should be inspected first and then
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Figure 1.8: Shows photographs of cloudburst origin flash flood material check occurred at Site_4 (a)
upstream side of bridge; (b) downstream side of bridge
repair if needed. The banks of the stream near both the abutments of the bridge should be stabilize by
appropriate concrete measures in order to stop further erosion
Site_5: This site is located at N12⁰26’15.7” and E75⁰40’38.5” in Monnangeri village about 500m away
from Madikari-Koyanad-Sulya road. Many tensional cracks have developed on a moderate to highly
gradient slope towards SW direction and which were seen in approx. 1000mx1000m area. These tensional
cracks are very prominent on various contour lines of slope and were reported earlier also by K V Maruthi
et al; 2012-13. The tree trunks have tilted due to downslope movement of material and some slumps have
occurred in overburden material (fig 1.9). The seismo-tectonic map uploaded in www.gsi.gov.in
BHUKOSH gateway by GSI shows various structural discontinuities traversed in the north of Monnangeri
village (fig 1.2b).
Observation: The surface manifestation features like tensional cracks at various contour lines of slope,
tilting of tree trucks, slump failures in overburden material over a vast area suggests it is a creep
movement which may be a geologically structural problem. It is necessary to know that creep movement
increases during wet conditions. The runoff water particularly during rains percolates down the surface
through weaker planes, may be structural discontinuities, and trigger the movement of material (rock cum
debris) along these weaker planes.
Cause: Runoff water percolation.
Recommendation: The advance in movement of material (rock cum debris) should be monitored on
regular basis. The area should be taken for detailed geological studies in order to reach on some
conclusion.
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Figure 1.9: Photographs (a,b,c&d) shows ground movement surface features occurred at Site_5
Site_6: This site is located at N12⁰52.3” and E75⁰42’55.9” about 3 km away from Koyanad in SW
direction along Madikeri-Koyanad-Sulya road. Many tensional cracks have developed on road surface
towards downslope side. A flowing stream had earlier eroded the toe (foot) of a gentle slope towards NE
direction and some movement had occurred. The slope was later assessed and a gabion wall for toe
support has been given for stability. During recent rains, new tensional cracks developed on road surface
and slope material shows some unperceivable movement and subsidence.
Observation: The slope forming material (SFM) got saturated by percolation of water during recent rains,
may be through earlier developed tensional cracks that increased its mass. It triggered the unperceivable
movement and subsidence of slope material under the influence of gravity, although a gabion wall was
given at the toe (foot) of slope for support. During recent rains new tensional cracks developed on road
surface.
Cause: Erosion of toe support, over saturation of SFM, improper and inadequate drainage arrangements,
lack of channelized runoff water network on slope, improper toe support measures and incompetent RBM.

Recommendation: The toe erosion of slopes by water action should be stopped by appropriate
strengthened concrete measures right from firm hard rock surface which may also act as toe support for
slope material.
Site_7: This site is located at N12⁰28’11.7” and E75⁰36’36.4” along Madikeri-Koyanad-Sulya road. A
70mx80mx20m landslide has occurred in downslope of road during 9th & 10th June, 2018 intervening
night, as per accompanied NHAI officials and locals. This landslide has damaged the road. This landslide
is a debris slide having translational deep movement along multiple rupture planes with approx. 10m
runout distance and has created many tensional cracks on metallic road surface. The debris material has
been moved along with deeply rooted trees and other vegetation. This landslide has occurred on a gentle
slope with 10-15 degree gradient in NE direction.
Observation: Generally, landslide may not occur on this type of gentle slope without having some
geologically structural problem. However, the slope forming material (SFM) has slide down on a gentle

Figure 1.10: Shows photographs of landslide occurred at Site_7
gradient slope triggered by rainfall. Whatever the cause may be, the movement of slope material indicates
the instability in slope which should be assessed to minimize the risk factor.
Cause: Erosion of toe support, over saturation of SFM, improper and inadequate drainage arrangements,
lack of channelized runoff water network on slope, lack of toe and retaining wall supports.
Recommendation: The toe support should be given at the base contour line or toe of slide (where slide
material stopped) by appropriate concrete measures and then retaining wall should be constructed on
upper contour lines of slope for road support. If needed, the landslide should be taken for detailed study to
assess its stability/instability factor and geometry.
Site_8: This site is located at N12⁰24’44.9” and E75⁰44’19.5” in south of Madikeri town along MadikeriKoyanad-Sulya road. As per the NHAI officials recently a heavy vehicle has hit and damaged the side

road iron or/and steel rods in which some
fractures have developed on metallic road
surface (fig 1.11). At this site the slope gradient
is very high with exposures of hard rock.
Observation:

Only

some

unperceivable

movement has occurred along earlier fractures
during recent rains. The slope gradient is very
high with mostly hard rock exposures. The slope
has cut down for road on which there is heavy
vehicular movement. There are few settlements
Figure 1.11: Shows fractures developed at Site_8

in and around the slope. These both factors (heavy

vehicular movement and settlements) may account enough stress for strain development in the slope.
Cause: Damaged by heavy vehicle hit, runoff water percolation.
Recommendation: The fractures should be sealed with impervious material to avoid the percolation of
runoff water. If needed, the damaged slope of hard rock should be restored by bolt and shotcrete method
for slope stabilization.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Apart from the site wise recommendations mentioned earlier, some general recommendations for
each visited site have been made to restore the stability of landslide/subsidence affected slopes and to
minimize their risk factor at preliminary stage. These general recommendations are;
1. There should be proper and adequate drainage arrangements in the form of well-designed drains and
culverts along the road in order to keep the slopes well drained, dry and to avoid the over saturation of the
slope forming material (SFM) which adds to the instability of the slope and in turn to the road.
2. There should be proper channelization of slope runoff water at unstable zones in order to avoid
development of pore water pressures which can even damage supporting structures.
3. Proper substrate for the road should be designed and competent road building material (RBM) should
be used which can withstand the load due to heavy vehicular movement.
4. The toe erosion of slopes by water action should be stopped by appropriate strengthened concrete
measures right from firm hard rock surface which may also act as toe support for slope material.
5. Plantation/Vegetation should be grown on the slope surface preferably those plants/trees which
consume more water in order to keep slopes dry, stop the erosion and mass flow movement.
6. The foot of the slopes should not be excavated or disturbed by any means. There should be through
analysis of mass capacity of a slope before going for construction of any public or domestic establishment.

7. The settlement and road connecting areas which have highly gradient slopes should be taken for “Slope
Stability Assessment Study” in future keeping the safety of roads and settlements in consideration.

